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Summary

IPO and the Institute for the Deaf in Sint-Michielsgestel cooperate in developing an intonation

display system used in speech training of deaf children. This system, called the Intonation Meter,

consists of an MSDOS computer, a digitill signal processor and an audio interface. It detects the

pitch of a speech utterance in real time together with the corresponding amplitude, CII1culates a

stylized pitch contour and detects vowel onsets.

This project is concerned with the vowel-onset detection. The original vowel-onset-detection

algorithm is based upon the assumption that rowel onsets are perceived at those moments at which

strong pe4ks appetlr in the amplitude spectrum or at which existing peaks become much stronger.

The algorithm produces too many false alarms when applied to overarticulated speech, e.g., speech

of deaf persons. An additional correction algorithm was implemented in order to reduce the number

of false detections with as little additional missed detections as possible. A large part of all false

alarms appeared to occur within long vowels and in diphthongs, and the correction algorithm is

aimed at reducing the number of false alarms occurring in these relatively stilble part of the speech

signal. It is based on the assumption that the spectral envelope of the speech signal does not change

very rapidly within a vowel or a diphthong. The correction algorithm compares the spectral

envelopes of speech segments just before and just after a candidate rowel onset. If it changes rapidly

the candidate vowel onset is accepted as a real vowel onset, otherwise it is rejected.

The correction algorithm has been implemented in the Intonation Meter, such that it can be used in

real-time. The performance, thus the number of false alarms and missed detections, can be

influenced by modifying two parameters. Using the optimal partlmeter setting, 10.9% false alarms

and 9.8% missed detections remained. This is a decrease of false alarms with a factor 2-3, but an

increase of missed detections of 4%. The result is not satisfactory, but the classifkations made for

the errors point to various possibilities for further improvements.
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1 Introduction

The final half year project of my study 'Informatietechniek' at the Eindhoven

University of Technology was carried out in the Hearing and Speech Research
Group of the Institute for Perception Research/IPO from October 1991 until July

1992.

IPO and the Institute for the Deaf in Sint-Michielsgestel cooperate in developing

an intonation display system used in speech training of deaf children. This
system, called the Intonation Meter, which consists of an MSDOS computer, a

digital signal processor and an audio interface, displays the pitch contour of an

utterance in real time on a computer screen. An important option is that the

contour can be compared with an example contour. The pupil and the teacher

can now decide how well the example contour and its imitation resemble each
other.

Pitch, amplitude and vowel onsets are the three important properties which can

be visualized in the existing system. While an utterance is spoken in the
microphone, the raw pitch contour will be displayed simultaneously on the

screen. Unfortunately this raw pitch contains too much detailed and irrelevant
information which makes the output difficult to interpret. Therefore the course

of the raw pitch contour is approximated with the help of a small number of

straight lines, resulting in a so-called stylized pitch contour. The pupil and the
teacher can now concentrate on the perceptually relevant information which is
still present in the stylization. In figure 1.1 a sample output is given. The
difference between the raw pitch and the stylized pitch can be seen, while the

amplitude is presented by vertical lines and the vowel onset by arrows.
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Figure 1..1. Screm output of the currmt Intonlltion Meter. ror both the teacher lind the pupil
we see the stylized pitch contour. The arroW' Indicate the detected vowel onsels.
the IJmplitude is not displayed in this output.

The vowel onsets are important because the perceptual menning of a pitch
movement depends mainly on its position within the syllable with respect to the
vowel onset. In the existing system a vowel-onset-deLection algorithm has been
implemented, which perform quite well for fluent speech. Especially for well
articulated speech, however, more vowel onsets were detected than actually
realised. For the strongly articulated speech, such as speech of deaf persons, this
high number of false alarms is unacceptably high.

On the IPO VAX computer an algorithm has been developed to improve the
vowel-onset detection. In some preliminary tests it showed a reduction in false
alarms using fluent speech. In my project I implemented this algorithm in the
Intonation Meter in such a way that it could be used in real time. Since speech of
deaf persons is different from fluent speech, the optimal parameter setting for the
algorithm is different from the setting for fluent speech. My task consisted of
finding the best possible parameter setting of the new algorithm, further called
correction algorithm, for the speech of deaf persons. Tests have to show what
improvement can be achieved with respect to the number of falsely detected and
missed vowel onsets.
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2 Vowel-onset detection and intonation:
a theoretical background

2.1 Intonation in the speech of deaf persons

The most important basis of perceived intonation is pitch. For adults, the average
pitch ranges between 80 and 200 Hz for men and between 200 and 400 Hz for
women. Speech of deaf persons is often characterized by an average pitch that is
too high or too low. The most common way to accent a syllable is to provide it
with an appropriate accent-lending pitch movement. Deaf people usually
produce reduced or excessive pitch variations. In this way relevant syntactic or
semantic information, which is usually conveyed in the pitch contour, can
disappear whereas strange and wrongly timed variations of the pitch can have an

adverse influence on the intelligibility of the speech.

Teaching intonation to deaf persons is difficult. The structures and muscles used
to make a pitch movement are situated in the larynx and are invisible from
outside. It is almost impossible for a teacher to illustrate the necessary actions.
Furthermore, the most natural way to control a pitch contour is by auditory
feedback. Many deaf children have a residual hearing which can be sufficient for

an auditory feedback aid. This residual hearing often ranges from 50 to 500 Hz.
This is definitely not enough to understand actual words from fluent speech but

the range is enough to present the pitch of a speech utterance to the child's ear by

only a sine waveform transformed to this frequency range. For many children
the auditory feedback would be a useful aid but since not all deaf children have a
sufficient residual hearing, this method cannot be used in a general way.

It is known that an immediate feedback of pitch is very important. Therefore we
are even more convinced of the positive effect of a visual feedback aid. But,

taking a closer look at an unprocessed pitch contour, we often find that it is very
difficult to interpret. One problem consists of the unvoiced parts which visually
interrupt the intonation contour, what is in contrast with the continuously

perceived pitch contour. The second is formed by a lot of detailed pitch variations

which are irrelevant for the perception of intonation. This so-called micro-
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intonation has to be removed in order to concentrate on the perceptually

relevant information.

For a correct perceptual interpretation of the pitch contour, vowel onsets are very

important. Indeed, the perceptual identity of a pitch movement depends on its

position within a syllable, in particular with resPect to the vowel onset. In order

to produce a correct intonation it is necessary to position a pitch movement

correctly with respect to the vowel onset.

2.2 Vowel-onset detection

Vowel onsets are one of the most relevant reference points in the speech signal

with respect to prominence-lending pitch movements ['t Hart & Collier, 1975].

One of the prominence-lending rising movements starts about 70 ms before the

vowel onset. Another prominence-lending pitch rise begins about 50 ms after the

vowel onset. On the other hand, if a rise begins earlier than 70 ms before or later

than 50 ms after a vowel onset, it does not give rise to a clearly perceivable accent.

Vowel onsets have been the subject of investigation in other fields. When trying

to code speech signals in an efficient way, it was found that the bit rate can be

lowered for stable parts of the signal, but should be raised when the spectral

content of the speech signal changes rapidly [Viswanathan et al., 1982]. An

important part of the speech wave with a rapidly changing spectral content

consists of the vowel onsets. Another relevant fact is, that the information used

to perceive both the consonant and the vowel in a consonant-vowel transition

depends on a speech interval of approximately 10 ms around the transition
[Furui,1986].

Despite the known importance of vowel onsets, there has been hardly any

research on how to identify them automatically in a speech signal. In the

literature we find some investigations pertinent to this problem, which can be a

useful contribution to an actual solution but no real detection method has been

described so far, apart from the algorithm used in the Intonation Meter [Hermes,
1990].

As a definition of vowel onsets I will use the perceptual definition given in

Hermes (1990). A vowel onset is determined by listening, using a gating

technique ['t Hart & Cohen, 1964]. Here a small gate or window of 50 or 100 ms is
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moved along a syllable. When the presence of a vowel is for the first time

recognizable within a certain window, this window position is said to be the

vowel onset. The vowel onset can now be perceptually determined with an

accuracy of about 10 ms. The vowel-onset-detection algorithm itself is the subject

of Chapter 4.

2.3 Physical aspects of speech analysis

2.3.1 Formants

A speech sound is characterised by the effect of the vocal tract. The vocal tract

consists of three main sections: the pharynx, the mouth, and the nasal cavity.

The continuously varying form of these sections is shaped by movements of the

articu1.Jltors. Articulators are the structures in the vocal tract that move in the

production of different sounds. The most important structures are the tongue,

the lips and the lower jaw. The shape of these organs filter the original sound

from the glottis to distinct sounds. It is the character of the resonances in the

vocal tract that distinguishes one speech sound from another.

The vocal tract can be modelled as an acoustic tube with resonances, called
formants, and antiresonances. The formants are abbreviated Fi, where Fl is the

formant with the lowest frequency. Moving the articulators of the vocal tract

alters the shape of the acoustic tube, which in turn changes its frequency

response. The filter amplifies energy around formant frequencies, while

attenuating energy around antiresonant frequencies. The resonances are due to

the poles of the vocal-tract frequency response, while antiresonances are due to
zeros in the response.

In figure 2.1 we see an example of a speech signal with its corresponding

spectrum. In the envelope of the amplitude spectrum of a speech signal, the

formants are represented by the large-scale peaks. The equidistant, small-scale

peaks represent the harmonic structure in the speech signal. The distance

between two peaks, indicated by FO, represents the pitch of the signal.
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Figure 2.7 Example speech waveform and amplitutk .pectnlm for two Dutch vowels. Five
formants can be discerned.

To provide an impression of the several values of formant frequencies for
different English vowels and to see the differences between men, women and

children I present the average frequencies of the first three formants in table 2.1.

Table 2.1 formant frequencies of vowels averaged for 76 speakers, male (M), female (F)
and children (Ch).

Iii /1/ ItI lcel lal lUI lui IA! III
(ee) (0 (e) (ae) (ah) (u) (00) (u) (er)

Fl M 279 390 530 660 730 440 300 640 490

W 310 430 610 860 8.50 470 370 760 500

Ch 370 530 690 1010 1030 560 430 850 560

F2 M 2290 1990 1840 1720 1090 1020 870 1190 1350

W 2790 2480 2330 2050 1220 1160 950 1400 1640

Ch 3200 2730 2610 2320 1370 1410 1170 1590 1820

F3 M 3010 2550 2480 2410 2440 2240 2240 2390 1690

W 3310 3070 3990 2850 2810 2680 2670 2780 1960

Ch 3730 3600 3570 3320 3170 3310 3260 3360 2160

Source: Peterson and Barney, 1952
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Each formant corresponds to one resonance in the vocal lract. The firsl lwo
formants are the most relevant ones for the characterization of a vowel. There is
a close relationship between the positioning of the most important articulators
tongue, lips and jaw, and the first two formants Fl and F2. The position of the
tongue directly influences F2, whereas the opening of the mouth, by means of the
lips and the jaw, similarly influences Fl. In figure 2.2 Fl is ploUed verSUR F2 for
all English vowels. The figure is known as the acoustic vowel triangle.

;; 100
: 0

-...=- 600
c..
E..
0... too-:
i:

Second
200 Formant

100 1200 1600 2000 In) (Hz)

Figure 2.2 The acoustic vowel triangle for the vowels of table 2.1.

2.3.2 The source-filter model

One way of analysing speech is to model the way speech is produced. The most
basic model, which can be seen schematically in figure 2.3, consists of a source, an
acoustic filter modeling the vocal-tract response, and a correction for the effect of
the radiation at the lips. It is called the source-filter model. The three
components are represented by the Excitation Signal E(z), the Vocal Tract
Response V(z) and the Radiation R(z), respectively.
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Figure 2.3 Typical source-filter model of speech production

The radiation component models the effect of the radiation at the lips. The
radiation effect is not influenced by pitch or amplitude. It is usually modelled by
a simple first order filter

R(z) = 1- Z-1 (1)

corresponding to a high-pass filter with a spectral tilt of +6 dB/octave. The
acoustic filter is a model of the vocal tract. Its resonances depend on the shape of

the various articulators, such as the tongue, the jaw and the lips. The vocal-tract

transfer function has an all-pole form, where each pair of poles, pj'p;, models a

formant in the speech spectrum. The factor A specifies the speech amplitude.

A
G(z) = ""N~---

II(1- PiZ-
1

)

i=1

(2)

The source models the excitation signal of the vibrating vocal cords. For voiced
speech it is modelled by a train of impulses. For the production of unvoiced

sounds it is modelled by white noise. In voiced speech, the pitch is defined by the
interval between the impulses. For voiced speech, IE(z) I typically falls off with 
12 dB/octave, which results in a net ~ dB/octave decay for IS(z) I when the

radiation effect is taken into account. In the case of a noise source, IE(z) I has a -6

dB/octave falloff, which results in a flat spectral trend for IS(z) I [O'Shaughnessy,
1987].
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2.3.3 Stylization

The raw pitch contour of a speech utterance contains very detailed fluctuations
in the pitch. It is assumed that the detailed fluctuations, or micro-intonation, are
not relevant to the perception of intonation. We could make a distinction
between programmed, voluntarily changes of pitch and physiologically
determined, unvoluntarily fluctuations of pitch ['t Hart, Collier & Cohen, 1990].

The involuntarily fluctuations do not make an essential contribution to the
perception of the intonation: their omission should not bring about any
substantial change in the perceived pitch contour. On the other hand, the pitch
changes that do contribute essentially to the perception of the pitch contour are
just those changes which are programmed and voluntarily applied by the
speaker. Omission of any of these leads to a substantial change or distortion of
the identity of intonation. Hence, the terms 'perceptually relevant pitch
movements' versus 'irrelevant detail' are used.

A most important characteristic in the analysis of speech pitch is the continuous
confrontation of the measurement of the pitch with the way in which intonation

is perceived. Therefore, one needs a way to manipulate or modify the course of
pitch, in order to examine the effect on the perceived pitch contour. The kind of
changes in the course of the pitch should be such that they lead to a
simplification or stylization in the first place (by omission of the irrelevant
details), and to a possibility of describing the pitch curve in terms of a number of
discrete events in the second place.

Straight-line segments are taken as building elements, since these can be specified
in the most simple way, and they constitute the most straightforward discrete
events; the procedure thus boils down to a piecewise linear approximation of the
pitch curve.

A stylized pitch contour can be used in a resynthesisation of the utterance. It can
be tried to make a stylized version, which should be auditorily indistinguishable

from the speech utterance resynthesized with the original pitch contour. If the

stylized pitch contour meets also the additional requirement that it contains the
smallest possible number of straight-line segments with which the desired

9



perceptual equality can be achieved, the stylized pitch contour is called a close
copy stylization. In figure 2.4 we see a sample close-copy stylization. The dots
represent the measured raw pitch contour, for which the continuous curve is the

close-copy stylization.

1II00r----------------------.
Hz

300

200

100

.'
-. ,-_.,.,.- 't

They both look e· like to me

50~..,....,....,.. __...,...-.----.--.-...,...............--_,_--------..._1
o.s 1 21

tlme--'

Figure 2.4 Pitch curoe lind clo.e-copy .tylization; perceptual equality

Apart from perceptual equality, other kinds of perceptual similarity can be
observed to exist between two speech utterances. The perceptual equality between
close-copy stylizations and resynthesized originals comes about by virtue of
perceptual tolerance: the auditory system is unable to detect the objective
differences between the two. As a consequence, the experiment just described
could have been done equally well with non-native listeners. The following
operational definition of perceptual equivalence is proposed now: if for a speech
utterance two different pitch courses are similar to such an extent that one is
judged as a succesful imitation of the other two, we say that there is perceptual
equivalence between the two.

The various movements in close-copy stylizations aU have their individual
sizes, slopes, durations and positions with respect to the syllables in which they
occur. The values of these parameters lie on continuous scales. By virtue of
linguistic tolerance, however, it should be possible to quantify these values.
Thus, close-copy stylizations can be used as the starting point for further
stylization, with the aim of replacing the movements by mOVemC1\tA with

standard specifications for their various characteristic paramet('rs.

Standardization is obtained by taking the following mcaAurcs. Full-size rises and

10



falls of pitch are taken to cover an octave and are realized in 160 ms. Ilall-size
rises and falls have the same slope, but their duration is only 80 ms, and hence,

their size is only hall an octave. As a consequence, a grid can be set up to provide
three equidistant lines, half an octave apart from each other. This grid is tilted
downwards from the beginning to the end, to account for the phenomenon of
declination ['t Hart, Collier & Cohen, 1990, ch. 5]. The effect is that, in principle,

in all stretches where no abrupt changes of pitch take place, the pitch is supposed

to drift down slowly. A good positioning and stylization of the accents in an
utterance ensure perceptual equivalence between the standard stylization and the

original. In figure 2.5 we see an example of a perceptually equivalent stylization
using the standardization as described, together with a close-copy stylization.

400-r---------------------,

Hz
300

200 H "I' \
1 ',,\

100 L

... '.~.

""Alan'. In ~. bridge .tudylng boo 'any
SOl....L-.................-__-r-.....- -r-.....-.....-__-r -i

t51o.s 2.
Ume~

Figure 2.5 Close copy (broken li~) and .ta"dardized .tylizatio"i pncephud equivalence
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3 The IPa Intonation Meter

3.1 Introduction

The Intonation Meter will be the basis of a computer-aided learning system. For a

spoken utterance or an utterance stored in the Intonation Meter, the computer

must determine the following characteristics of intonation: the raw pitch
contour, the pitch amplitude, a stylization of the pitch contour and the vowel

onsets. The raw pitch contour is measured using a Pitch Detection Algorithm
(PDA). The pitch amplitude is a weighted sum of the amplitudes of the

harmonics that contribute to the pitch. A detailed description of the PDA,

including the determination of the pitch amplitude is given in Appendix D. The
raw pitch contour is stylized by a number of straight lines, according to the

theories explained in section 2.3.3. The stylization is performed by an algorithm

described by Hermes in an article still in preparation. The detection of vowel

onsets is the subject of Chapter 4 and 5.

The characteristics are used to calculate a representation of the pitch contour,

used in exercises to teach intonation to deaf children. At this moment one

possibility of the system is to present a visual feedback of the pitch contour of an

utterance by plotting an image of the stylized pitch contour on a computer screen.

A pupil can speak an utterance into a microphone which is to be analyzed by the

computer. First, the measured raw pitch is plotted on the screen in real time.

Then, the computer can present a stylization of the pitch contour, the vowel

onsets and the pitch amplitude over the raw pitch contour. By comparing the

result with an example utterance spoken by the teacher, the pupil can try to
improve his/her intonation.

3.2 The hardware

During the analyses of an utterance a lot of calculations and signal

transformations have to be done in real time. This real-time performance is the

bottleneck of the system implemented on a relatively slow MSDOS machine.

Therefore a TMS32OC25 based Digital Signal Processor (DSP) board from Ariel is

12



used for the time-consuming algorithms. In figure 3.1 we see a diagram of the

interactions between the various hardware elements.

An utterance is spoken into a microphone whose output first passes into the

audio interface. Here the speech signal is low-pass filtered at 2500 Hz and the

amplitude can be adjusted before the signal enters the computer. The analogue

signal is digitalized in the DSP using a sample frequency of 5 kHz. The data is

stored in the cyclic buffer on the DSP which has a capacity of 64 kB. With the

given sample frequency this means that we can store ~bout 13 seCOl'\ds of speech

without overwriting data.

The DSP does not do anything on its own; the PC controls the whole process. The

DSP is always waiting for a command from the PC, calculates the necessary

information and passes the results back to the Pc. The PC orders the DSP, for

example, to read speech data from the input or calculate the pitch of a given
frame.

13
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The last hardware elements in the system are the loudspeaker and the
headphones. An utterance can simply be played back. A more important option
is an audio feedback of the pitch to the children. This is possible for the majority
of children who do have some residual hearing in a low frequency area. A
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frequency range of 50 to 500 Hz for instance is sufficient. The audio feedback takes
place in the form of a sine wave. Optionally, the pitch is transformed to a
narrower or wider frequency range adapted to a residual hearing of the child.

3.2 The analysis process

In this paragraph a description will ~ given of the way the current system
calculates the characteristics of an utterance using the DSP and how it finally
comes to the visual feedback by means of the stylized pitch contour and the
vowel onsets. An example of a result can be seen in figure 3.2. The syllables are
shown for clarity. In reality they are not printed on the screen.

-N
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time (5)
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SOL......l---L.....L......L......L.............L-..............."'--.L...-L.....I---L.....L......L......L.............L-..............."'--.L...-L......l

o

Figure 3.2 The unprocessed pitch contour (dots), the stylized pitch contour aines) and the
'Vowel onsets (arrows)

The real-time restriction is the bottleneck for the accuracy of the system. From
the literature we know that an analysis window of 40 ms would give good results
for the calculation of the pitch and the pitch amplitude [Markel & Gray, 1976]. An

analysis window of 40 ms is possible and is in fact used in the system. For the
Intonation Meter it takes 16 ms to calculate all the characteristics for one analysis
window, based on a 40 ms speech segment. In the 16 ms not only the pitch and

the amplitude are calculated but it also includes some communication with the

host computer and calculations necessary for the detection of vowel onsets. For

this purpose the proPerty vowel strength is calculated. This property will be

explained in detail in the next chapter. Now it is only mentioned that the vowel
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strength gives information on which the vowel-onset detection is based. The
results based on the 40 ms analysis window will become the characteristics of the

16 ms segment, which is called a frame. We can see this schematically in figure

3.3.

utterance

analysis window

40ms

/
/

/
/

/

Pitch, pitch amplitude and vowel strength are
calculated for one frame

I kame 1 1/ ~, ~,--__---- Analysis window is moved 16 ms
16 ms 40 ms

" Pitch, pitch amplitude and vowel strength are
calculated for the next frame

Iframe 21~ ~

16 ms 40 ms

Figure 3.3 Relation between the a.udysis window and a frame

The tasks of the DSP consists mainly of 4 parts:

• the conversion of the analogue input to digital information

• the calculation of the pitch for each frame

• the calculation of the pitch amplitude for each frame

• the calculation of the vowel strength for each frame

• passing all calculated values through to the PC

As we have seen before, the DSP is controlled by the Pc. When we want to

calculate the characteristics for an utterance, the first thing the PC does is activate

the DSP to start the acquisition of data at a sample frequency of 5 kHz.

While the acquisition of data continues, the three characteristics of the first frame

are computed in real time. Next, the PC orders the DSP to calculate the pitch, the

pitch amplitude and the vowel strength for the current frame and stores the
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results in the PC's memory for later use while the raw pitch is plotted directly to

the screen.

For the calculation of the pitch and the vowel strength a Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) has to be performed. The pitch amplitude, as can be seen in Appendix D, is

a secondary result of the calculation of the pitch. For the determination of the

pitch a spectrum up to 1250 Hz is used. For the vowel strength a spectrum up to

2500 Hz is needed. The FFT's take the larger part of the 16 ms, used for a whole
calculation step per frame.

At the end of the acquisition, the PC contains the three characteristics of all

frames in its memory and starts the stylization and determination of vowel

onsets. In the current Intonation Meter the pitch amplitude can be shown
optionally on the screen by vertical lines at each frame. A long line means a high
amplitude. Next, the stylized pitch contour is calculated and presented on the

screen. The last important characteristic, the vowel onsets, are determined using

the vowel strength of each frame. The theory behind this algorithm will be the

subject of the next chapters. Once a vowel onset has been determined it can be

displayed as an arrow at the position of the appropriate frame.
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4 The vowel-onset-detection algorithm

4.1 Introduction

As we have seen in Chapter 2, the vowel onsets are perceptually very important

events in a speech signal. Pitch movements can have different perceptual

meanings when their position with respect to the vowel onsets is different. For

instance, this position can determine whether the pitch movement lends accent

to a syllable or not. The original vowel-onset-detection algorithm, as presented by

Hermes (1990), is a first attempt to an automatic detection of vowel onsets in

fluent speech. As we will see later on, the algorithm does not work well enough

when applied to strongly articulated speech utterances from deaf people.

The idea of how to detect vowel onsets is based on the hypothesis that vowel

onsets are perceived at those points in the speech signal at which the resonances

in the amplitude spectrum increase sharply. After this onset the formant

frequencies develop to more or less stable values which characterize the vowel.

We know that the transitions of the formants are an essential characteristic in

the speech signal to detect vowel onsets but how can we measure these

transitions? This is done using the property Vowel Strength. The vowel strength

is the sum of the distances between local minima and maxima in the amplitude

spectrum below 2500 Hz, where the amplitude spectrum is based on an interval

of the original speech signal with a length of one pitch period (see figure 4.1).

After the calculation of the vowel strength for every frame in an utterance we

have to look for rapid increments of this characteristic. In neurophysiology the

vowel onsets may be identified with those points in the speech sound that

induce a strong short-term adaptation in the auditory nerve fibers. In the

algorithm a linear adaptation filter is used to simulate this short-term adaptation

[Smith and Zwislocki, 1975]. The adaptation step yields the candidates for the
vowel onsets.
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4.2 Measurement of vowel strength

The vowel strength is calculated for every frame. As we have seen in chapter 3,
in the Intonation Meter a frame length of 16 ms is used, so every 16 ms the
vowel strength is calculated. In this theoretical approach a 1D-ms interval is used.

The calculation will be explained using the scheme in figure 4.1. Here we see a
sample speech signal, the original input. Now, for each frame we need an
interval equal to the calculated pitch period. A longer interval would introduce
influences from the periodicity in the amplitude spectrum.

III .,..do oipel

~ ... pi.nporioob
30 _Ill, 40

I •

20,0
I\v

10
V

I ,

I I I I I, ,
, I

01 04 U
_kHz

.14 •A."

Cll 04 1.1-,Ita

Figure 4.1 Measurement of vowel .trength 4round the vowel on.et In the Dutch word for milk,

melk, Imtlkl.

The pitch of each frame is known. For each interval of the speech signal we can
now calculate the amplitude spectrum by a Fast Fourier Transform. The
spectrum itself, An, is first pre-emphasized in order tn accenluate the r<'gion of

the first two formants, resulting in Bn. For the complelencsR, Bn <'quais:
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j
(np / SOO){1- COS(t Imp / 250)}A"

B _ (np / SOO)A"
,. - ~np/SOO){l-COS(t1r(2500-np)/250)}A"

O<np<SOO
500 S np S 2000

2000 < np < 2500
np~2500

(3)

The resulting spectrum is now convolved with a Gaussian function with a width

of one third of an octave. Because a logarithmic scale is used, which resembles

the operation of the peripheral auditory nervous system, especially in the lower
frequencies of the original spectrum the resolution is quite high. The result, Cn,

is calculated for 12 points per octave, which can be seen in figure 4.1.d. In the

higher frequencies, original amplitude lines within one third of an octave will

become part of one frequency band. Because the different Gaussian functions are

added, the combined values at the higher frequencies are larger than the original

ones. This can be clearly seen comparing figures (c) and (d). As we can see now in

(e) the vowel strength is the summation of the distances between the minima
and maxima of the resulting spectrum. The exact function for Cn:

The Gaussian function H(s):

52
H(5) =exp(- 202)

Now after the convolution on the logarithmic frequency scale:

-
e,. =LB"H(log2 k)

1..1

(4)

(5)

4.3 Detection of rapid increments in vowel
strength

After the vowel strength has been calculated for every frame we have to

determine the points where the vowel strength shows a rapid increase. This is

carried out by applying a simple linear filter that simulates short-term
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adaptation. The operation of this filter amounts to a differentiation followed by
smoothing. In figure 4.2 we see an example for the sentence 'Do you want to
create a new document?'. In (a) we see the calculated vowel slrength for each
frame while in figure (b) we see the result after applying the adaptation filter, the

convolved vowel strength. The local maxima, indicated with arrows, are

candidates for the estimated vowel onsets.

(a) vowel strength

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 -'5

-.f adaptalion
litter

Do you want to cr. - at. 0 new do - cu-ment?

t t t t t t t t t t ~ vowel
onsets

_..AlI,,, ....A, ,4 A"sI".. ... • L AI. •• ,~ ., ~

(b) vowel strength convolved with adaptation filter

Figure 4.2 The effect of the adaptation filter

Nevertheless, not all of them will be accepted as a vowel onset, nor will all actual
vowel onsets be detected. Some local maxima have to be rejected for one of two
reasons. The first reason for rejection is the possibility that two candidates might
lay so close together that it is phonetically impossible for two onsets to occur.
This problem is solved by accepting the candidate with the largest value in the
convolution product only, if two of them lay within a certain time interval, for
example 80 ms.

The second possible rejection occurs when a local maximum in the convolved
vowel strength has a very low value to which no attention should be paid. I{ere
we say that this value of each accepted onset must exreed a rertain percentage of
the absolute maximum of the whole utterance. This rnn, for example, be 1%.

Later we will see that these two parameters can be us('u to adJusllhe qUClJlty of

the algorithm for different applications.
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4.4 Results

At IPO, the algorithm has been experimentally tested, first for fluent speech, then

for isolated words. Both tests were done with Dutch speech materials. The fluent

speech, consisting of 28 sentences, was produced by inexperienced native
speakers. The 1829 isolated words stem from a recording by one male speaker,

used to prepare diphones for Dutch synthetic speech. This guaranteed the
presence of all different kinds of vowel onsets. The results were compared with
the perceptual determination of the vowel onsets by an experienced phonetician.

The determination was done with an accuracy of 10 IDS.

The results from fluent speech were quite good. Of the totally determined 377
vowel onsets, 31 were missed and there was a number of 11 false detections. This
yields in percentages of 8% missed detections and 2.9% false alarms. The second
test, using 1829 isolated words with a total of 5041 vowel onsets, resulted first in
0.7% missed detections and 15.8% false alarms. This is an unacceptable high

number of false alarms.

The results have been improved by optimizing two parameters: the minimum
time between two successive vowel onsets and the percentage of the absolute
maximum in the convolved vowel strength which every possible vowel onset
has to exceed. The optimal values found for fluent speech were 80 ms and 1%,

respectively. With a new setting of 120 ms and 3%, the test resulted in 1.4% false

alarms and 3.8% missed detections.

4.5 Implications for speech of deaf persons

The vowel-onset-detection algorithm has been implemented in the Intonation
Meter which is meant to be used for teaching intonation to deaf children. In this

practical environment it has been tested using profoundly deaf children. The

result of this test was that the performance with speech from deaf persons is not

good enough. An unacceptable percentage of up to 20% false alarms occurs,

depending on the category of the utterances. The most important category in

which false alarms occur are in long vowels and diphthongs. Another important

category are false detections preceding the nasals Inl and Iml and the liquids III
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and /r/, which often have a vocalic, syllabic quality. While the false alarms are

the main reason for the unacceptability of the performance, there was an amount

of missed detections as well, half of which occurred in schwas. The exact results

can be found in the tables of Appendix A [Spaai et al., 1991].

For these tests, the two parameters were already adjusted in a more or less

optimal way. A threshold of at least 5% and a distance of 120 ms or more turned
out to be a better parameter setting. This fact, together with the results of the test
itself, clearly show the difference between fluent speech and the usually strongly

overarticulated speech of deaf people.

Applying the algorithm for the Intonation Meter needs a different parameter

setting in the first place. But since this turned out to be an insufficient

improvement, the detection algorithm itself has to be improved. Our aim is to
find a solution good enough for the feature of vowel-onset detection to be used

in the Intonation Meter. The rest of this report will explain the addition of a new

algorithm and describe the results of the testing stage using it in the Intonation
Meter and testing it with the same utterances from the deaf children.
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5 The correction algorithm

5.1 Introduction

The implementation of the algorithm described in the former chapter was an
attempt to implement a vowel-onset-detection option in the Intonation Meter.

We have seen that the performance has to be improved. Detection of vowel

onsets should work well enough for speech of deaf persons. The condition 'well
enough' is not defined. here by any quantitative threshold. The detection should

be an aid in teaching intonation to deaf children and exactly in this context it has

to perform well enough in a way that it really is an aid and not an extra obstacle
for the children due to too many errors. An indication of an acceptable

performance, meeting the criterion, is a missed-detection and a false-alarm rate
of ± 5% each.

fu principle, we want to investigate the causes of the high fals~alarm rate and

come to a solution for these problems. This solution can consist of wholly new

detection algorithms based on different principles or an improvement of the
existing one. Once a possible solution is found it has to be implemented. in the

futonation Meter, where it has to be fast enough to work in real time. Of course

then only statistical tests can show the real performance of the new algorithm
compared to the results we have seen in Chapter 4.

Above, I made the distinction between speech of hearing persons and speech of

deaf persons. I indicated some differences important for the parameter setting. It

might be obvious that studying these differences and, more in particular, the

characteristics in the speech signal that cause these differences will bring us closer
to a better algorithm. First we will take a look now at possibilities tried out so far

and ideas found in the literature which might help to find a better solution.

Second I will describe the idea which is the basis of the correction algorithm
implemented and tested in the Intonation Meter.
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5.2 Strategies for vowel-onset detection

5.2.1 Ideas from literature

In Hermes (1990) it is assumed that vowel onsets in speech have certain physical
charateristics which allow for their detection independent of other speech
characteristics. Another approach may be to measure other speech characteristics
first, and to derive the vowel onsets from these characteristics, indirectly. Several
methods try to segment speech signals into speech segments. Once a
segmentation has been calculated, the transition between consonants and vowels
could produce the vowel onsets. Examples of this principle are the investigation
of Glass and Zue (1987), who used instants in the signal that are characterized by a
rapidly changing spectral content, and Mermelstein (1975), who looked for
syllabic nuclei to make a segmentation. Since in these approaches the resultant
vowel onsets are a secondary by-product, no specific significance is attributed to
them. Furthermore, no results are known that show any relationship between
these boundaries and any perceptually defined speech events such as a vowel
onset.

A more recent article from Krishna et al. (1990), is concerned with the
characterization of formants in vowel-consonant transitions. These parts of the
speech signal can also indicate the moments of vowel onsets. A better look on
the characterization of these speech segments can result in a better criterion to
detect vowel onsets. However, the charateristics studied in that article were based
on too small time intervals, less than a few miliseconds, to be significant for the
detection of vowel onsets.

5.2.2 Attempt to an improvement at the IPO

The original algorithm was inspired by results from neurophysiological studies
of the auditory system. Nevertheless some improvements could be made in
order to realise a better resemblance of the auditory system. In the investigation
for his thesis, te Rietmole implemented three changes in an experimental
version of the original algorithm [Te Rietmole, 1991].
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First he changed the linear adaptation filter to a simulation of the inner-ear
adaptation based on a physiological model [Meddis, 1986]. Second he changed the
logarithmic-frequency scale to a so called ERB (Equivalent-Rectangular
Bandwidth)-rate scale. The ERB-rate scale is based on the frequency resolution of
the inner ear. Especially in the lower regions, below 500 Hz, it is a non-linear
scale, somewhere between a linear and a logarithmic scale, whereas at higher
frequencies, above 500 Hz, it almost equals the logarithmic scale. The third and

last change is the use of a different filter for modelling the frequency sensitivity
of a neuron. Initially this was done by a Gaussian filter, here it was changed to a

more psycho-acoustically based filter. Despite the fact that the model resembled
more the functioning of the real auditory system, the test results did not show an

improvement.

5.3 The method used in the correction algorithm

5.3.1 The general strategy

Before looking at fundamentally new approaches we may first take a closer look
at the existing algorithm, more specifically at the cases where the errors occur.
The majority of the false detections occured in long vowels and diphthongs. If we
could eliminate this class of false alarms the overall percentage of false alarms

might be acceptable.

Deaf persons often have irregularities in their speech. Certain variations in the
pitch and amplitude within a vowel can cause variations in the vowel strength
leading to false detections. On the other hand, the duration of a vowel is not as
constant as with hearing persons. A vowel from a deaf person can be extremely
short or extremely long. In the latter case there is an increased possibility that the
variations in amplitude and pitch influence the vowel strength. Because the

detection of vowel onsets is based on variations in vowel strength, this can give
rise to a false detection of a vowel onset. We can notice this difference between

deaf persons and hearing persons in the tables in Appendix A. Here we see an
acceptable 3% number of false alarms for the hearing speaker against 20.3% false

alarms for the deaf speaker using Dutch sentences as test utterances. The
difference noticed in isolated words is even larger: 1.4% against 28.1%.
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A correction algorithm should check whether the previously detected vowel
onsets are not a result of some irregularity causing an unwanted increment of
the vowel strength, leading to a potential vowel onsel. A criterion different from

the vowel strength and independent of pitch and amplitude is necessary. A
solution matching these conditions is to compare the spectra of the vocal tract
response before and after a candidate vowel onset. The spectrum of the vocal
tract response characterizes a vowel and is independent of pitch and amplitude.
Within a vowel this spectrum does not change much because the production of
steady-state vowels can be described in terms of static vowel tract shapes. But the
difference between the spectra before and after a real vowel onset should be
significant. If there is no or little difference between the two spectra, the candidate
vowel onset is said to be a false alarm.

l~~j-tiJ--{:r:=~
f f f t

spectrum Vocal Tract Radiation Spectrum of
Source Response at the Lips Speech Signal

Figure 5.1 Spectra in the source-filter model.

In figure 5.1 we can see that the spectrum of a resulting speech signal is built up
by three components: the spectrum of the source and the spectrum of the vocal
tract response and the spectrum of the effect of the radiation at the lips. As we
have seen in chapter 2, the last spectrum is not essential since it iR not influenced
by pitch or amplitude. However, a variation in pitch or amplitude will change
the spectrum of the source and consequently the resulting spectrum. The original
detection algorithm uses the resulting spectrum for its calculations.

The correction algorithm is based on the spectrum olthe vocal-tract response
instead of the resulting spectrum. The spectrum of the vocal tract r('spon/;e has to
be determined for two speech intervals: one before and another aHer the
candidate vowel onset. By comparing the two spectra t\ justification can be made

for the candidate vowel onset. But the mayor problem is thl' determination of

the vocal tract responses.
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5.3.1 The cepstrum solution

According to the sourc~filter model the observable speech signal can be seen as
the result of the convolution of the glottal excitation and vocal-tract response.

The effect of the radiation at the lips has no essential influence. Separating or
deconvolving the two components is a useful analysis approach. In general,
deconvolution of two convolved signals is impossible, but it works in the speech

case because the two signals have quite different spectral characteristics. By
calculating the cepstrum of the original speech signal it is possible to separate the

two components. The procedure is schematically shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Calculation of the cepstrvm of a speech signal schematically

Suppose we have an input sampled speech signal x(n). First we have to calculate
the Discrete Fourier Transform:

N-l

X(k) = Lx(n)Wnk

11-0

where W =e-2tljlN (6)

The spectrum X(k) consists of the product of the two spectra E(k) and V(k), where
E(k) is from of the excitation waveform and V(k) is the vocal-tract response. For
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the deconvolution we transform the product of two signals into a sum of two

signals. This is done by a logarithmic transformation:

log(X) = 10g(EV) = 10g(E) + 10g(V) (7)

The transformation allows for a separation of the two spectra. Indeed, consider a

simple signal x(n) = an u(n) and Ia I<1, and its z-transform X(z) =1_~-1 , having a

pole at Z=ll and a zero at z=O. Now, log(X(z» can be expanded in a power series,

resulting in:

- aN
log(X(z» =L-z-N

N=1 n
iflzl>lal (8)

The complex cepstrum i(n) is defined as the inverse transform of 10g(X(z». By

simple inverse z-transform, term by term, this results in this example in:

art
i(n) = --u(n -1)

n
(9)

We see that the x(n) retains its exponential form in the complex cepstrum i(n),

except for a more rapid decay due to the factor lin. Since log(11A)=-log(A), the
only difference between the effect of a pole and that of a zero in the complex

cepstrum is the sign of the power series. Assuming a more complicated X(z) (e.g.,

of speech) that converges on the unit circle, poles Pk and zeros Zk inside the unit

circle contribute linear combinations of P: In and - z: In, for n>O, while

corresponding poles ak and zeros bk outside the unit circle contribute summed

terms of the form -p; In and z; In, for n<O. The complex cepstrum is of infinite

extent, even if x(n) has finite duration. However, given a stable, infinite-duration

x(n), i(n) decays more rapidly in time than the original x(n):

... plNI

F<n~< a"'j;f' (10)

where a is some constant and 13 is the maximum absolute value among all pt, Zk,

l/ak, and l/bk.

In speech, the effect of the lin factor in the vocal-tract response is a substantial

decay of the cepstrum within 3 - 4 ms of n=O. This is in contrast with the

excitation component of speech signals. The log spectrum of a pulse train retains
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its periodicity and its cepstrum does not decay to something close to O. If the

excitation is a sample train of period N, the cepstrum of the excitation is only

nonzero at n=O, ±N, ±2N, ±3N,..., and the two components can be easily separated

by means of a rectangular window [O'Shaughnessy, 1987].

The complex cepstrum for a speech signal x(n) computed by use of the OfT is

given by

N-l

x(n) =1rL [log X(k)]W-1Ik

k=O

(11)

N-l

=~ L[logIX(k)l+j8(k)]W-1Ik

k=O

In cepstral speech coding, as in in other coding techniques, the phase may be

discarded for economical coding, at the risk of some degradation in output speech

quality. This results in the calculation of the real cepstrum:

N-l

x(n) =-k LlogIX(k~W-ftk
k=O

(12)

This expression corresponds to figure 5.2.c. A suitable limit for the filtering

window would be the shortest possible pitch period. In our case this would be 2

3 ms. Although 3 - 4 ms is better, this limit will suffice for a satisfactory

estimation of the vocal tract response. Applied to the Intonation Meter we deal

with a sample frequency of 5 kHz. Using suitable OfTs this can imply one

cepstrum coefficient every 0.2 ms. A limit of 2 ms results then in 10 cepstrum

coefficients, enough to estimate the first 5 formants. The resulting cepstrum can

now be transformed to the frequency domain by a Fourier transform, resulting in

the wanted vocal-tract response, or the outcome can be directly used to compare

two frames with each other.

5.3.2 A real-time solution

A method has been presented to detect the cepstrum of a frame in the SPeeCh

signal in order to detect differences between the formant structures of two

different frames. However, in the Intonation Meter any method used should

work in real time. This will not be possible for the calculation and comparison of
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two cepstra. Two DFT's and logarithmic operations are needed for the calculation

of one cepstrum. It is impossible for the DFT's to be calculated in real time, using

the current hardware of the Intonation Meter.

Another way of finding the cepstral coefficients is by calculating them from other

parameters. A linear transformation between the cepstral coefficients and the

autocorrelation coefficients of the original speech signal is possible under certain
conditions [Gold & Rader, 1969]. The cepstral coefficients, in the following
referred to as c(n), can be calculated from the autocorrelation coefficients r(n) by

the following transformation if it is assumed that c(n) and r(n) are zero for n

negative and that r(O) ¢ 0:

{

r(n) ~ k k r(n-k)
c(n) = r(O) - k=O ?i

c() r(O)
logr(O)

n¢O
n=O

(13)

Equivalently the equation for the inverse transformation is:

( ) = {r(o)c(n) +*Ikc(k)r(n - k)
r n k=O

e'(O)

n¢O
n=O

(14)

With this more economical method for calculating the first ten or more

cepstrum coefficient, a measure to compare the outcome of two frames is needed.

The cepstral distance measure is a method to determine the difference between

two spectra without the need of another FFf.

Consider two spectral models (J / A(z) and (J / A'(z). The error or difference

between these models on a log magnitude versus frequency scale is defined by

V(8)=log [a:z / 1A(ei9> 12] -log [(0")2 / 1A'(ei9> 12] (15)

where 8 is a normalized frequency or angle in the z-plane, and (J the gain. One set

of logical choices for a measure of distance between the spectral models is the set
of Lp norms defined by dp, where

I(

Cd,,)" =JIV(8)IP~
-I(
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For p=I, the mean absolute log-spectral measure is defined. For p=2 the RMS

(Root Mean Square) log-spectral measure is defined. For the limiting case as p
approaches infinity, the peak log-spectral difference is obtained.

Recalling the original problem, the difference with respect to the formant

structure, between two speech signals has to be measured. This can be done by

comparing the smoothed log spectrum of the speech signal with a normalized

gain. The influence of the pitch is eliminated in this way by the smoothing

operation and the influence of the amplitudes by the normalization. A good

measure of distance is the RMS log-spectral measure. However, for this

technique FFTs need. to be calculated and the influences of pitch and amplitude

are still in. It is shown that the cepstral distance measure, which is easier to

calculate, bounds the RMS distance measure from below. Also, the cepstral

distance measure implies a cepstral smoothing of the log spectrum, eliminating

the influence of the pitch, while a normalization will eliminate the influence of

the amplitude [Gray & Markel, 1976].

An important property of cepstra is that, if A(z) is an Mth-order polynomial in
Z-l where all of its roots are within the unit circle, and A(oo) = I, then a Taylor

series expansion shows that

..
10g[A(z)] = - LC"Z-"

"=1
(17)

where {ck} defines the cepstral coefficients. The Fourier series expansion for the

model log spectrum can be written as

..
10g[02 /IA(e j6 )12

] = Lc"e-.J6
t---

(18)

where co = log[~] and c_,,= cl.:' An application of Parseval's relation to the L2

distance measure gives the result

..
iIi = L(cl.: _C;)2

1.:-_
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Instead of the infinit number of terms, a truncated series to define a cepstral
measure u(L) is taken as

L

[U(L)]2 =L(ct - C~)2
t.-L

(20)

Now, u(L) can be interpreted as the RMS distance between the log spectra after

each log spectrum has been cepstrally smoothed to L coefficients. Since the first M

cepstral coefficients, excluding the gain term co, uniquely determine the filter

coefficients, it is only necessary that L equals or exceeds M, the filter order, for
u(L) to be a valid distance measure. As L increases, u(L) approaches d2 from

below and

(21)

It is shown that u(L) becomes a reasonable approximation of d2 for L=M, with a
correlation coefficient between u(M) and d2 of 0.98. For L>M the correlation is
even stronger: correlation coefficients of 0.999 for L=3M have been achieved. In
figure 5.3 we see a comparison of the RMS measure and the cepstral distance
measure [Markel & Gray, 1976].
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Figure 5.3 SClltter plot of cepstrlll distllnce mellsure versu, IWS log-spectral meas"re. (a)

L=M. (b) L-2M.
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With the cepstral distance measure we have a suitable method to detect the

difference between two frames of a speech signal, based on the cepstrum
coefficients. Our measure will further be called S(L) and can be written as:

L

Sap1(L) =[u(L)F =(co - C~)2 + 2L(ck - C~)2
k=l

(22)

Since we have to eliminate the influence of the amplitude, here represented in

the term co' the cepstrum coefficients are normalized by dividing them by C{).

This eliminates the first term of eq. 22 which means that the factor 2 now only
multiplies the end result by 2. The factor 2 will be ommitted because its absense

will not influence the measurement. The final measure becomes

L( ,)2Sap2(L) = L Ck _ C~
k=1 Co Ck

(23)

Scep2 is compared with a certain threshold. If Scep2 exceeds the threshold, there is

a significant difference between the two speech signals for which the cepstral

coefficients ck and c\ have been calculated. The candidate vowel onset is

accepted. If the sum Scep2 does not exceed the threshold, the vowel onset is
rejected. Thus a possible criterion for the vowel-onset correction algorithm is:

Scep2 < Thcep (24)

Scep2 is a distance measure based on the cepstral coefficients of a speech interval.

As we have seen in eqs. 13 and 14, the cepstrum can be calculated from the

autocorrelation coefficients. Since the autocorrelation coefficients and the

cepstral coefficients are so closely related it is assumed that the first L

autocorrelation coefficients can be used in the measure of eq. 25 instead of the

first L cepstral coefficients. This makes the transformation unnecessary implying
a smaller computing time. With another threshold, Thllut, the criterion becomes:

(25)
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From a statistical point of view, the distribution of the autocorrelation
coefficients is not suitable for a measurement of differences. The normalized
coefficients have values between -1 and 1 but especially the first autocorrelation

coefficients, which are the most important ones, usually have values close to 1. A
difference in the first order coefficients contribute less to the summation than a
difference in high order coefficients. To avoid this problem the statistical

distribution is made Gaussian using Fischer's Z-trans/orm. The characteristic of

the Fischer's Z-transform can be seen in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 (a): Fischer's Z-tramform in its complete range from -1 to 1. (b): Fischer's Z
tramform in detail for the relevant interval.

The mathematic expression for the Fischer's Z-function can be seen in eq. 26.

F(x) =tlog[1 + xJ
I-x

-1 < x < 1 (26)

Another important result from Fischer's Z-transform is a variance of 1 for the

resulting coefficients. Suppose we call the result of applying Fischer's Z
transform on autocorrelation coefficient Tn is Rn, then we calculate our final

criterion for the measure of difference between two frames as follows:

L( ,)2
S(L) =L Rk

- R~ < TIiRESHOLD
1=1 Ro R;,

5.4 The parameter set

(27)

The criterion described in eq. 27 has been implemented in the Intonation Meter.

First, the original detection algorithm determines a number of candidates for a
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vowel onset. For each possible vowel onset the autocorrelation coefficients are

calculated based on two time intervals. One, a certain time before, and the

second, a certain time after the candidate vowel onset. In figure 5.5 we see a

scheme of the calculation procedure.

Candidate Vowel Onset

Speech signal

rMargin IrMargin I
I Length I I Length I

11 coefficients

Fischer's Z-transform

11 coefficients

Fischer's Z-transform

rejection acception

Figure 5.5 The correction algorithm schematically
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The length of the time interval on which the calculation of the autocorrelation
coefficients is based, is called LENGTH. This interval must not start immediately

before and immediately after the candidate vowel onset because the comparison
can best be based on a stationary part of the vowel. Immediately after the vowel

onset the vowel can be recognized but it takes several miliseconds before the

formant structure clearly expresses itself in the spectral envelope of the speech

signal. It is necessary to implement a margin in the speech signal before the

coefficients are calculated in order to avoid bad influence from the rapidly
changing signal near the actual vowel onset. The time interval is called MARGIN.

Based on the time intervals, denoted as LENGTH, the first M autocorrelation

coefficients are calculated, including TO. After a normalization, dividing each

coefficient by TO, Fischer's Z-transform is applied to each T", resulting in Rn. The

sum of the squared differences between the two sets of coefficients is now

calculated using eq. 27. If the summation exceeds THRESHOLD, the candidate is
said to be a real vowel onset, else the candidate will be discarded and seen as a
false alarm.

In this procedure the following parameters have to be adjusted:

• the margin: MARGIN

• the length of the calculation interval: LENGTH

• the number of autocorrelation coefficients calculated: M

• the final criterion: THRESHOLD

MARGIN and LENGTH

MARGIN and LENGTH cannot be considered independent of each other. Together,

they define the analysis window before and after the candidate vowel onset. For
the speech segments in the windows the autocorrelation coefficients are
calculated. The length of both windows is denoted by LENGTH. From literature we

know that 25-30 ms is a suitable calculation interval to base the calculation of
autocorrelation coefficients on [Markel & Gray, 1976]. A smaller speech segment

does not contain enough information to extract reliable results. Remember that a

pitch of 50 Hz corresponds to a signal period of 20 ms. Since at least one pitch

period is needed for a useful calculation of autocorrelation coefficients, 20 ms can

be considered a minimum. On the other hand, the interval, in other words

LENGTH, cannot be too long because then, the speech signal within the window
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cannot be considered stationary and thus the coefficients calculated from this

interval are not suitable for a comparison.

MARGIN positions the analysis windows around the candidate vowel onset. In the
speech signal directly after the candidate vowel onset the vowel has usually not

completely developed. Since we want to position the analysis window in the

developed vowel, MARGIN may not be too small. H MARGIN is too small, the
changes in, for example, a semivowel-vowel transition may be too slow to be

detected.

MARGIN cannot be too large. H so, it is possible that too many vowel onsets are
accepted. Indeed, even within a vowel or diphthong the speech signal changes. H

MARGIN is too large the difference between the speech segments in the analysis
windows can be big enough for a false onset to be accepted. Another reason is that

the analysis window can already contain information about the next consonant.

The duration of a vowel can range from 50 to 400 ms in normal speech. In speech

of deaf persons short vowels usually last longer. There are only few vowels in
speech of deaf persons with a duration shorter than 70 ms. A minimum of 70 ms

is taken as our limit resulting in the restriction MARGIN + LENGTH < 70 ms.

In the Intonation Meter the calculation interval or LENGTH is set to 30 ms. That

leaves at most 40 ms for the MARGIN. The value for MARGIN resulting in a best
possible performance will be determined experimentally. The experiments are
described in Chapter 6.

The number of coefficients

As we have seen before M autocorrelation coefficients are needed to calculate

iM formants. More autocorrelation coefficients result in a better approximation

of the RMS measure, thus in a better comparison between the frames, but is,

computationally spoken, more time consuming. In the Intonation Meter a

sample frequency of 5 kHz is used resulting in a frequency range of the sampled
signal of 0 up to 2500 Hz. In this range only the first 3 formants can be

determined since formants F4, F5 or higher have higher frequencies. M=6 would

be enough to describe the three formants present in the sampled speech signal.

However, in the Intonation Meter the fixed number of 10 autocorrelation
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coefficients are used, which means that not only the first two ot three formants

but also some finer spectral properties are taken into account.

THRESHOLD

The last parameter is THRESHOLD. According to eq. 27, this value determines

whether a candidate vowel onset is accepted or discarded. If the resulting sum
value exceeds THRESHOLD, the candidate is accepted. If the result is smaller than

THRESHOLD, the candidate is rejected. Since ten coefficients are considered, the
squares of ten differences are added. If the corresponding signals are identical, the

result equals 0, whereas two clearly different signals should result in a sum that
exceeds the threshold value significantly. Like MARGIN, the optimal threshold

with respect to the other parameters is determined experimentally, too.

Obviously, when THRESHOLD equals 0, all sum values exceed the threshold so
that all candidates are accepted. Here, the correction algorithm has no function

and we keep the high number of false alarms. A large threshold will reduce the
number of false alarms but consequently increase the number of missed
detections.

5.5 Voiced-unvoiced detection

For a correct interpretation of the measured pitch it must be checked whether the
outcome, the measured pitch, really corresponds to a periodic speech interval.
Therefore a voiced-unvoiced detection is needed. In unvoiced frames the
calculated pitch does not have a meaning. If the voiced-unvoiced detection is

calculated before the pitch measurement, the pitch does not have to be calculated

at all if the particular frame is named unvoiced.

Until now no voiced-unvoiced detection has been implemented in the
Intonation Meter. Based on the amplitudes of the signals within the frames, low

amplitude parts in the speech signal are distinguished. For frames with a low

amplitude the calculated pitch is not printed on the screen. Furthermore, the
stylization is based also on the low-amplitude parts in the signal. A voiced

unvoiced detection could improve the performance of the Intonation Meter. It

can result in a better interpretation and faster calculation not only of all pitches,

but also of an improved vowel strength. In the current version of the Intonation
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Meter it is possible that an unvoiced frame has a large vowel strength, which can
give rise to false alarms or missed detections of vowel onsets. If the vowel

strength of all unvoiced frames are set to 0, the chance of these kind of errors is
reduced.

Currently, the time-consuming calculations of the characteristics pitch and vowel
strength are done on the DSP during every calculation cycle of 16 ms. Another
possible implementation of the correction algorithm is to calculate the first M
autocorrelation coefficients for each frame, too. This would increase the
calculation of the cycle time with ± 2ms. With the autocorrelation coefficients TO

and T1 known for all frames, the fraction T1 /TO can be used as an easy voiced
unvoiced detection, which is an advantage of this implementation. But in an
utterance usually few vowel onsets appear. So for the majority of the frames the
autocorrelation coefficients Tn with n>1 are calculated but not used.

However it is possible to calculate only the first coefficients, TO and T1 , without a
great loss of time, real time on the DSP. A simple voiced-unvoiced detection is
then possible. Although there are several better and more complicated
algorithms for voiced-unvoiced detection, the one based on the first
autocorrelation coefficient T1 , the fraction T1 /TO, will be good enough to
distinguish fricatives from real vowels. If T1 /TO > D the frame is classified as
voiced. The threshold value D must be approximately 0.6, concluded from figure
5.6 where an plot is given of the distribution of T1 /TO [Atal and Rabiner, 1976]
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6 Testing the algorithms

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 About the tests

The correction algorithm as described in the former chapter is used in the

Intonation Meter to improve the vowel-onset detection. The algorithm should

be good enough to be used in speech trainings of deaf children. In this chapter

three tests are described. In the first test, Test 1, the parameter setting of the

detection algorithm is adjusted for speech of deaf children. In the second test,

Test 2, twelve different parameter settings for the correction algorithm, varying

the threshold and the margin, are evaluated to find an optimal parameter

setting. The third test, Test 3, concentrates on the best three settings from the

second test. While Test 2 gives an indication of the performance, Test 3 tests the

settings more intensively using sixteen instead of four deaf speakers.

At the Hearing and Speech research group of IPO, new algorithms are usually

developed and tested on the VAX-computer. But the algorithms implemented in

the Intonation Meter are sometimes slightly different from the algorithms

developed in the VAX-computer. Because the main goal of the experiments is to

obtain a convenient parameter setting in the Intonation Meter, all tests have

been carried out using the Intonation Meter itself rather than the VAX

computer.

6.1.2 Subjects and stimuli

The original detection algorithm, as described in Hermes (1990), has been tested

using prelingually deaf children [Spaai et al., 1991]. The same subjects and stimuli

are used in all tests of this project. Sixteen children, seven boys and nine girls,

participated in the evaluations. The ages of the children ranged between 5 and 15

years old, with an average age of 9.3 years. All participating children were

profoundly deaf and had a hearing loss greater than 90 dB ISO bilaterally and had

no motor handicaps. The mean hearing loss in the right ear was around 109 dB

150 while the mean hearing loss in the left ear was about 108 dB ISO. The

children used acoustic hearing aids binaurally. Speech skills were taught
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according to the 'oral reflective method' [Van Uden, 1%8] at the Institute for the
Deaf, St.-Michielsgestel, The Netherlands. According to the speech trainers, the
group of children was representative of the total group of deaf children that is
being educated according to the oral reflective method. at the Institute for the
Deaf.

The stimuli consisted of 6 short vowels and 9 long vowels, 36 isolated words
consisting of one, two, three or four syllables, and 11 short sentences mostly
consisting of rather simple, monosyllabic words. On the greater part of the
selected speech material children were trained during the first phases of learning
to speak in order to ensure that the children were not too unfamiliar with the
stimulus materials (Van Uden, 1%8]. A list of stimuli can be found in Appendix
B.

6.1.3 The procedure

The recordings of all sixteen subjects have been saved on diskettes and can be

read into the Intonation Meter. In order to test the performance of the algorithms
for the detection of vowel onsets, the method of visual inspection was used, i.e.,
a comparison was made between the visual display of the vowel onsets on the
one hand and the auditory identification of the vowel onsets on the other hand.

6.2 The parameter setting of the current
detection algorithm: Test 1

In the detection algorithm two parameters had been adjusted to get an optimal
performance. The first parameter, DISTANCE, represents the minimum interval
between two successive vowel onsets. The second parameter, PERCENT, was the
proportion of the absolute maximum of the complete utterance which a
maximum in the convolution product or convolved vowel strength should
attain.

Due to the difference between speech of deaf persons and fluent speech of
hearing persons the settings will be different, too. Whereas a DISTANCE of 80 ms

and a percentage, PERCENT, of 1% is a good setting for fluent speech, for over
articulated speech, for example speech of deaf persons, both parameters should be

larger. In earlier tests with speech of deaf persons a different setting was used for
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each category of stimuli. Because of the excessive amount of false alarms in long

vowels the parameter PERCENT can for example be increased to 40% for the vowel

stimuli.

In Test 1 we want to find a general setting that will also be used in Test 2 and 3

concerning the correction algorithm. In some preliminary tests it appeared that a

distance of 120 ms and a percentage of 5% can be seen as minimum values.

However, a distance of 120 ms is too small since there appeared to be

systematically too many false alarms for this distance.

In Test 1 I concentrated on two values for DISTANCE, 150 ms and 180 ms, and

three values for THRESHOLD, 5%, 10% and 15% (see table 6.1). A larger distance

than 180 ms or a larger threshold percentage of 15% will result in too many

missed detections. A distance of 210 ms for example is larger than the average

length of a vowel, whereas a large threshold requires a very well articulated

vowel onset to be detected. The utterances, consisting of the stimuli of Appendix

B, of two subjects were used in the experiment, one boy of 5 years old and a girl

of 13 years old. The experiment is not meant to determine an optimal setting of

the detection algorithm. In order to find a statistically optimized setting we

should use more subjects in the test. The goal is to show a tendency in the

different settings to justify the choice of the parameter setting of the detection

algorithm that will be the basis of the further tests. For this purpose a small

number of subjects is sufficient.

In Test 1 the experimenter detennined a total number of 243 vowel onsets. The

results for each setting with respect to the number of false alanns and missed

detections can be seen in table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1 Settings for the detection algorithm: DISTANCE [ma] versus PERCENT [%].
Figures are presented as percentages of the total number of vowel onsets.

5 % 10 % 15 %

False Missed False Missed False Missed

150 ms # 54 1 45 3 35 5
% 22.2% 0.5% 18.5% 1.2% 14.4% 2.1%

180 ms # 27 3 21 4 17 6
% 11.1% 1.2% 8.6% 1.6% 7.0% 2.5%
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We see that the number of false alarms with a distance of 180 ms is half of the
number of false alarms in the 150 ms settings. At the same time the number of

missed detections increases only slightly. This justifies the choice for a distance of
180 ms. Taking a look at the percentages for THRESHOLD we note a substantial
difference between 5% and 10%. The number of false alarms decreases further if

we use a 15% threshold but also the number of missed detections increases.
Although the differences between the 10% and 15% settings are small, the 10%
setting is chosen because a small number of missed detections is preferred to a
further reduction of false alarms. That is because the number of false alarms will

be reduced by the correction algorithm but the number of missed detections

cannot be reduced anymore. The basic setting for the detection algorithm
becomes now: DISTANCE =180 ms and PERCENT =10%.

6.3 The behaviour of MARGIN versus THRESHOLD:
Test 2

The goal of Test 2 is to find a tendency in the parameters for the correction

algorithm. The goal is to check what improvement can be achieved with which

parameter setting. The parameters that are varied here are MARGIN and
THRESHOLD. Remember that MARGIN is the time interval between the candidate

vowel onset and the start of the test segment and the end of the preceding

segment for which the autocorrelation coefficients are calculated, and

THRESHOLD the value that the sum 5 , from eq. 27, has to exceed for a candidate to
be accepted as a real vowel onset (see figure 5.5).

In Test 2 nine settings were tested initially. MARGIN and THRESHOLD were

systematically varied for three different values each. For MARGIN 10,20 and 30 ms

was chosen. Since LENGTH =30 ms the sum MARGIN + LENGTH will not exceed the

maximum of 70 ms. In some preliminary tests a threshold of 0.25 seemed to be
suitable. Therefore THRESHOLD is now varied around this value: 0.1,0.2 and 0.3
are used. Note that the number of coefficients used influences the performance

of the algorithm for a certain threshold value. A smaller number of coefficients

decreases systematically the sum of the calculated coefficients and consequently

the result 5 will change as well. A smaller threshold should be used then, to

achieve the same performance.
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The test is based on the utterances of four subjects. In order to have a
representative selection of all sixteen subjects, the utterances of two boys of five
and thirteen years old, and two girls of six and thirteen years old have been used.
Although the results from four subjects will not be significant enough to base
general conclusions on, it will give a fair indication of the behaviour of the
performance, varying the two parameters. Test 2 also concentrates on the overall

performance measured. in the total number of false alarms and missed

detections.

The experimenter indicated. a total number of 473 vowel onsets. The result gave
59 false alarms and 24 missed. detections. This means the correction algorithm

starts with 12,5% false alarms and 5,1 % missed detections. The results of all

settings can be seen in table 6.2. The additional settings in the table will be

explained later.

TABLE 6.2 Settings for the correction algorithm: MARGIN versus THRESHOLD. Figures are
presented as percentages of the total number of vowel onsets.

0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4

False Missed False Missed False Missed False Missed

10 ms # 37 47 25 53 18 75
% 7.8% 9.9% 5.3% 11.2% 3.8% 15.6%

20 ms # 43 34 30 45 27 49
% 9.1% 7.2% 6.3% 9.5% 5.7% 10.4%

30 ms # 51 32 42 40 26 42 26 51
% 10.8% 6.8% 8.9% 8.5% 5.5% 8.9% 5.5% 10.8%

40ms # 36 36 27 45
% 7.6% 7.6% 5.7% 9.5%

For an increasing threshold we note a decreasing number of false alarms and an

increasing number of missed. detections. For MARGIN we see the inverse effect: a

larger margin results in more false detections and less missed detections. To see

this tendency more clearly, a graphical representation of the results has been

made in figure 6.1. First, for each threshold all margins have been connected (a),

then for each margin all thresholds have been connected. (b).
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Figure 6.1: Experimentlllly fOllnd reilltionship between MARGIN lind THRESHOW. In (a)
IlIrge nllmbers indicllte THRESHOW, while the smllll nllmber. indicllte
MARGIN. Points with equlll1HRESHOW lire connected. In (b) the .lIme figures
lire presented, lnIt here the lllrge nllmbers indicllte MARGIN lind points with
equlll MARGIN lire connected. The IIrrow in (b) indicllte. II possible ompro'lJing
tendency.

In figure 6.1.a we see that the number of false alarms for a threshold value 0.1 is
relatively high for all values of MARGIN. This might eliminate the option of a
threshold value 0.1. In figure 6.1.b we similarly note an unacceptable number of
missed detections for MARGIN =10 ms, what makes the use of a 10 ms margin
doubtful, too. The resulting four settings are relatively close to each other.
However, in figure 6.1.b we see an improving tendency when both the margin
and the threshold are enlarged. The arrow indicates the sequence of the settings

0.1/10,0.2/20 and 0.3/30. It seems that the optimum must be near the 0.3/30
setting. The sequence must have an optimum since a too high threshold will
only accept very good articulated vowel onsets, resulting in an increasing
number of missed detections, whereas a too large margin on the other hand
results in too many false detections. The maximum in this sequence has not been
reached yet, as far as we can conclude from table 6.2. But the maximum of 70 ms
for the sum of MARGIN + LENGTH has been reached neither. Therefore three

additional settings have been evaluated: 0.3/40 ms, 0.4/30 ms and 0.4/40 ms. The
additional results can be found in table 6.2 as well.

The improving sequence seems to have its maximum at the 0.3/30 setting since

the 0.4/40 settings performance is worse. On the other hand the 0.3/40 setting
gives a good performance, especially with respect to the difference between the
percentages of false alarms and missed detection.
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In the next test, Test 3, we want to evaluate the best settings from Test 2. In order

to judge the different settings more precisely, a criterion is defined. The criterion

is two folded. When comparing the percentages false alarms and missed

detections, %F and %M, the distance to the origin, ..J(%F)2 + (%M)2, must be as

small as possible. Further, the difference between the number of false alanns and

the number of missed detections, I%F - %M I, should not be large.

The distance must be as small as possible because that implies a small percentage

of false alarms and missed detections. However, a small distance can be achieved

with a considerable difference I%F - %M I. But we do not want one of the

percentages to weight stronger than the other one. Therefore, this difference

should not be large.

For the purpose of reference, a strong criterion has been taken. The distance is set

to 11 and the difference I%F - %M Iis set to 3%. These margins are drawn in

figure 6.2 together with the additional test results.

0/0 False
11--__

,

o 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

0/0 Missed
Figure 6.2 Selection of three settings based on two criteriOft$. First, the disttmee to the origin,

itulicated by the CIIrrJe. Seccnul, the difference between the number of false alarms
and missed defections, irulicated by the lines.
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We see that only the 0.3/40 ms setting satisfies the criterion. The best three
settings with respect to the reference are now taken for further evaluation. The
settings 0.2/20 InS, 0.3/30 InS and of course 0.3/40 InS have been chosen.

6.4 A complete evaluation for three settings:
Test 3

In Test 3, a complete evaluation is made for the three best settings from Test 2
using all sixteen subjects. First, in table 6.3 an overview is given for the three
settings as a result of the first four subjects. The total number of vowel onsets
determined by the experimenter was 473, whereas the number of false alarms
and missed detections were 59 respectively 24, or 12.5% false alarms and 5.1 %
missed detections.

TABLE 6.3 The number of false alarms and missed detections for the correction algorithm
using the utterances of 4 subjects. Figures are presented as percentages of the total number of
vowel onsets. Dist is the euclidean distance to the origin of %F venus %M.

0.2/20 0.3/30 0.3/40

False Missed False Missed False Missed

# 30 45 26 42 36 36

% 6.3% 9.5% 5.5% 8.9% 7.6% 7.6%

Dist 11.4 10.5 10.7

The utterances of the remaining twelve subjects are evaluated separately from
the first four. This is done to eliminate the influence of the speech material
which the settings are based on. H the results do not differ much it can be
concluded that the tendency from Test 2 has a general validity.

The results of the twelve remaining subjects can be seen in table 6.4. In all
utterances now 1497 vowels onsets were determined. After the detection
algorithm 390 false alarms, that is 26.1%, and 96 missed detections, or 6.4%, have
been detennined.
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TABLE 6.4 The number of false alarms and missed detections for the correction algorithm
using the utterances of 12 subjects. Figures are presented as percentages of the total number
of vowel onsets. Dist is the euclidean distance to the origin of %F versus %M.

02/20 0.3/30 0.3/40

False Missed False Missed False Missed

# 197 153 189 151 215 139

% 13.1% 10.2% 12.6% 10.1% 14.4% 9.3%

Dist 16.6 16.1 17.1

From this table we can conclude several differences with the results from Test 2.

More errors occurred in both false alarms and missed detections, resulting in a

larger distance to the origin. The difference I%F - %M I has decreased for the
0.2/20 and the 0.3/30 settings, while the distance increased for the 0.3/40 setting.

In contrast with Test 2 now the 0.3/30 setting has the smallest difference.

With respect to distance and difference, the four subjects of Test 2 are
unfortunately not representative for the total of sixteen. However, the
discrepancy can be explained by comparing the errors with the initial errors as a
result of the detection algorithm. In Test 2, with four subjects, the initial
percentages were 12.5% false alarms and 5.1 % missed detections, while in Test 3,

26.1 % false alarms and 6.4% missed detections had been detected. Thus in Test 3
more false alarms had to be corrected to achieve the same results as in Test 2. The
differences in missed detections is relatively small. Before and after the
correction algorithm, the difference between the four and the twelve subjects

with respect to missed detections is about 1%.

Generally spoken, the difference between the number of false alanns and the

number of missed detections has changed in favour of the 0.3/30 setting. The
differences for the first two settings have decreased whereas the difference for the
0.3/40 setting is now 5.1%! A shift is noted towards a smaller MARGIN, but

THRESHOLD of 0.3 turns out to be optimal for both tests, that is with four and

twelve subjeCts.

Finally, the results are summed to get the result for all sixteen subjects. The total
result is printed in table 6.5. The total number of vowels onsets now becomes

1969. The total number of false alanns before the correction algorithm is 449 or

22.8%, the number of missed detections 120 or 6.1%.
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TABLE 6.5 The number of false alarms and missed detections for the correction algorithm
using the utterances of all 16 subjects. Figures are presented as percentages of the total
number of vowel onsets. Dist is the euclidean distance to the origin of %F versus %M.

02/20 03/30 03/40

False Missed False Missed False Missed

# 227 198 215 193 251 165

% 11.5% 10.1% 10.9% 9.8% 12.7% 8.4%

Dist 15.3 14.7 15.2

With respect to the distance and the difference I%F -%M I it can be concluded
that the setting with a threshold of 0.3 and a margin of 30 ms gives the best
results. In the next paragraph a closer look will be taken at the remaining false

alarms and missed detections.

6.5 Error classifications

In the previous paragraph we concluded that the 0.3/30 ms setting is optimal.
This conclusion is based on the results over all subjects and stimuli. Besides the
general optimal setting the influence of several factors on the number of false
alarms and the number of missed detections has been investigated. For this

purpose only the results from the optimal setting of 0.3/30 ms are used. First, a
classification is made of the different kinds of stimuli: sustained vowels, isolated

words and sentences (see Appendix B). For each class of stimuli a classification is

made for the false alarms and missed detections. Another interesting question is,

in which speech material do the errors occur most frequently? For each stimulus

the occurrences of errors have been determined and are presented in Appendix

C.

The number of missed detections increases after the application of the correction

algorithm. The additional missed detections will be classified, too. The last factor

taken into account is the age, and thus the speech skills, of the children.

6.5.1 Vowels, isolated words and sentences

For all three classes of stimuli the number of false alarms and missed detections

are calculated. For the isolated words and for the sentences a classification of
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errors is made. The results for the vowels, the isolated words and the sentences
can be found in the tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, respectively. The total number of vowel

onsets as determined by the experimenter is printed in the upper left comer of

each table.

TABLE 6.6 The number of false alarms and missed detections in vowels based on the 0.3/30
ms setting for al116 subjects. Figures are presented as percentolges of the total number of
vowel onsets.

Detection CorrectionVowels

245 onsets

#

%

False

141

58%

Missed

20
8.2%

False

47
19.2%

Missed

31

12.7%

Vowels

There is a large number of false alarms after the detection algorithm has been
applied. The main goal of the correction algorithm is to reduce the number of

false alarms in vowels so we expect a considerable improvement after applying

the correction algorithm in this class of stimuli. We see that the percentage false

alarms decreases from 58% to 19.2%. That is a reduction by a factor three. On the
other hand the number of missed detections increase with 4.5% from 8.2% to

12.7%. Thus, the performance is still poor. The distance to the origin for the
vowels is 23.
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TABLE 6.7 The number of false alums and missed detections in 36 isoyted words based on
the 0.3/30 ms setting for all 16 subjects. Figures are presented as percentages of the total
number of vowel onsets.

Words Detection Correction

855 onsets # % # %

False Alarms

Vowels: 149 17.4% 74 8.7%

Fricatives : 15 1.8% 9 1.0%

Irl arv:l /1/: 7 0.8% 7 0.8%

Plosives: 1 0.1% 1 0.1%

Semi Vowels: 3 0.3% 2 0.2%

Nasals: 12 1.4% 7 0.8%

Total : 187 21.9% 100 11.7%

Missed Detee.

Short Vowels: 20 2.3% 31 3.6%

Long Vowels : 30 3.5% 47 5.5%

Total : 50 5,8% 78 9.1%

Isolated words
For the isolated words the correction algorithm starts with error rates of 21.9%
false alarms and 5.8% missed detections, measured on a total of 855 vowel onsets.

The false alarms decrease to 11.7%. This is a reduction by about a factor two. The

missed detections increase with 3.3% from 5.8% to 9.1 %. Although the decrease

of the number of false alarms is smaller than in the case of the vowels, the

correction algorithm performed slightly better for isolated words than for

sustained vowels. The distance to the origin, in this case 14.8, is close to the

general result of this parameter setting.
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TABLE 6.8 The number of false alarms and missed detections in 14 sentences based on the
0.3/30 ms setting for al116 subjects. Figures are presented as percentages of the total number
of vowel onsets.

Sentences Detection Correction

868 onsets # % # %

False Alarms

Vowels: 149 12.1% 55 6.3%

Fricatives: 1 0.1% 1 0.1%

Irl aOO 11/: 6 0.7% 6 0.7%

Plosives: 4 0.5% 4 0.5%

Semi Vowels:

Nasals: 3 0.3% 1 0.1%

Total : 119 13.7% 67 7.7%

Missed Detee.

Short Vowels: 26 3.0% 48 5.5%

Long Vowels : 20 2.3% 35 4.0%

Total: 46 5.3% 83 9.6%

Sentences
In the sentences 868 vowel onsets are determined. After the detection algorithm

there is a relatively small number of false alarms: 13.7%. This number is reduced

to 7.7% after the application of the correction algorithm, that is a little bit less

than a reduction by a factor two. Despite the improvement with respect to the

number of false alarms, the number of missed detections increases with 4.3%

from 5.3% to 9.6%. We might talk about a shift of errors from the false alarms to

missed detections. However, the distance to origin in this case is the best so far:

12.3.

If we compare the three classes we see a reduction in the number of false alarms

with a factor three in vowels, a factor two in isolated words and almost a factor

two in the sentences. For all types of stimuli the number of missed detections

increases with about 4%. The best improvement is made in the vowels, but that

is due to the fact that the highest number of false alarms as a result from the

detection algorithm is in the vowels. Although only a small improvement can

be made in the case of the sentences, because of a relatively small number of
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initial false alarms, the best overall result is achieved here, measured in the
distance to the origin.

Classification of false alarms

In the tables 6.7 and 6.8 a specification of the false alarms is made for the isolated
words and the sentences. The improvement achieved by the correction
algorithm is in the first place made on the vowels. In both categories a reduction
with a factor two is obtained. Because nasals are voiced, they resemble vowels.
Therefore, they were expected to remain as false alarms. However, the false
alanns before nasals are reduced in both categories. The number of false
detections before fricatives in isolated words is also reduced significantly. The
phonemes If! and lsI, on which errors mostly occur, are not voiced. A voiced
unvoiced detection, which might be implemented in the future could probably
solve the rest of these problems.

6.5.2 Classification of missed detections

After applying the correction algorithm the number of missed detections
increased. In Test 3, where the the performance of the correction algorithm was
tested for the speech material of the remaining twelve subjects, a classification is
made for the missed detections, too. About 65% of all missed detections were the
result of the detection algorithm. So the additional missed detections due to the
correction algorithm is 35%.

In the original group of 65% a high number of missed detections, say 25%, are
caused by so called 'double errors'. A double error occurs when a vowel onset is

detected more than 5 frames after the real vowel onset. The detected onset is too
late resulting in a false alarm, but at the same time the real vowel onset is
missed. For some double errors the detected vowel onset is skipped by the
correction algorithm. The speech signal before the detection is in this case similar
enough to the real vowel to be rejected by the algorithm. A double error can be
the result of a vowel onset that is slowly getting stronger. Here, the vowel

strength does not increase strongly within a short time interval but rises slowly
in time.
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In the remaining group of 35% half of the errors can be categorised. First there is

a group of slowly rising vowel strengths, covering more than 25% of all
remaining missed detections. Here, in contrast to the double errors, the detection
is accepted as correct but the correction algorithm now wrongly rejects a number

of detected vowel onsets. Second, an error can occur in the case of a vowel

consonant-vowel transition. This group covers about 20% of all remaining
missed detections. If both vowels resemble each other and the consonant consists

of a short glottal stop, the detection can be rejected by the correction algorithm.

The consonant is too short to have influence on the comparison in the

correction algorithm, while the coefficients of both vowels are similar enough

for the detected onset to be rejected.

The second group is probably typical for speech of deaf people. When the
frequencies of formants Fl and F2 for a large number of vowels are identified and

placed into the vowel triangle (see figure 2.2), this diagram results in vowel areas,

that is an area in the Fl versus F2 plane which corresponds to one specific vowel.
For speech of hearing people these areas overlap much less. Therefore vowels

can more easily be distinguished. Deaf people have difficulties in learning how to
place their articulators in order to pronounce distinguishable vowels. This is

reflected by an extensive overlap of the vowel areas of deaf children. Deaf people

attempt to achieve vowel differentiation more by varying the fundamental
frequency and amplitude of the voice than the frequency and amplitude of the

formants [Angelocci et al., 1964]. The correction algorithm however is concerned
with variations in the formant structure, while the influence of pitch and

amplitude are eliminated.

A lot of additional missed detections might be corrected by an ad-hoc solution. In

terms of vowel strength it can be concluded that a certain initially detected vowel

onset has to occur. We can determine whether a rejection by the correction
algorithm is an error or is caused by a late detected vowel onset. A simple

threshold applied after the vowel strength is differentiated by the adaptation

filter, can be used as a criterion. If the value exceeds for example 40% of the global

maximum, a vowel onset must occur. In Test 3 more than half of the additional

missed detections could be prevented with a threshold of 40%. We have to take

into account that a small number of correctly rejected vowel onsets will be

reversed too, resulting in more false alarms. For more exact percentages of this

solution, another test is needed.
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6.5.3 Errors in each stimulus separately

So far all results are based on the stimuli of Appendix B. These stimuli are used
for speech training of deaf children at the Institute for the Deaf. The presentation
of vowel onsets in a learning situation is not yet possible because too many errors
occur using the original detection algorithm. For this purpose the correction
algorithm tries to improve the performance. But besides the optimization of the
detection algorithm in general, it is also possible to avoid difficult utterances, that
is utterances in which many errors occur with respect to the vowel onset
detection.

For each utterance of Appendix B the number of false alarms and missed
detections has been counted for all sixteen subjects and with the 0.3/30 InS

parameter setting. The results are given in Appendix C.

From the isolated mono-syllabic words we note five words that have a relatively
high number of errors: 'haan', 'leeuw', 'neus', 'nieuw' and 'riem'. It is typical
that these words begin with a difficult consonant: a nasal, a liqUid or the Dutch
semi-vowel /h/. In the multi-syllabic words four words are apparently worse
than the others: 'dierentuin', 'lawaai', 'poppetje' and 'sinaasappel'. Three of
these four are 3 or 4-syllabic words. Several missed detections occurred on schwa
like vowels in those multi-syllabic words, mostly missed during the detection
rather than the correction. In the sentences the longest ones, sentence 1, 4 and 11,
appear to perform badly. This is to be expected because they have the highest
number of possible vowel onsets. Note that the relatively short sentence 10
'Ruim je kleren opt' scores bad while the long sentence 9 'Jan zet zijn pet op en
tre1ct zijn jas aan' scores relatively well. Here again, many missed detections in
schwas or schwa-like vowels occur, caused by the detection algorithm.

6.5.4 The influence of age and level

Another factor I want to take into account is the age of the participating children.
Their age is representative for their speech skills. So we would expect a better
result for the older children. The sixteen children were divided into four groups.
The average age for each group is given below.

• group 1: 5.5 years

• group 2: 8.25 years
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• group 3:

• group 4:

9.25 years

13.25 years

For the comparison of the four groups, false alarms and missed detections will be

compared with the initial error rates by introducing a relative measure for the

performance :

For each parameter setting the relative improvement of the number of false

alarms, dF, and missed detections, dM, is calculated:

dF = initial number of false alarms x100%
resulting number of false alarms

(28)

dM =resulting number of missed detections x 100%
initial number of missed detections

(29)

The performance is defined as dF-dM. The performance is high if the difference

between the improvement on the false alarms and the worsening due to the

missed detections, dF-dM is large. For the three best settings from Test 2 the

distance and the performance are calculated and plotted versus the age. The

results can be seen in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Distance to the origin and "er/ormana in relation to the age of deaf children
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In an optimal situation we would have high performance and a small distance to
the origin. When the age increases we see here a decreasing performance but also
a decreasing distance. In the utterances from the youngest group, the most
highest number of false alarms occur. Therefore, the correction algorithm can
achieve a considerable improvement in the speech utterances for this group,
resulting in a high performance. Although the effect of the correction algorithm
is far less significant for the speech utterances of the older children, the final
distance to the origin for this group is smaller. This effect can better be seen in
figure 6.4. Here the number of false alarms is plotted against the number of
missed detections for each group and for all three parameter settings.
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Figure 6.4 False alarms VersllS missed detections for fOllr groJl7' ofdifferent age

The so-called starting value is the outcome of the detection algorithm without
the correction algorithm. The performance is relative to this point. It is
remarkable that although the difference in the starting values is quite big, the
final distances for each group are very close together. Apparently the correction
algorithm eliminates the differences due to a high number of false alarms on
vowels and remains the other types of errors, resulting in a distance of ±15% to
the origin. However, the oldest group turns out to be the best after all. With
increasing age, thus an higher speech skill, the number of errors decreases.
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7 Discussion and Conclusions

The correction algorithm has to decrease the number of false alarms in over

articulated speech utterances, after applying the original detection algorithm. The

correction algorithm is based on the spectral envelope of the speech signal, which

is independent of pitch and amplitude. A real-time version of the correction

algorithm has been successfully implemented in the Intonation Meter.

The correction algorithm is optimized. for speech utterances of deaf people by

modifying two parameters: MARGIN and THRESHOLD. Since the correction

algorithm is used after the original detection algorithm, the parameter setting for

the detection algorithm has first been adjusted for speech of deaf people. The two

parameters for the detection algorithm, DISTANCE and PERCENT, became 180 ms

and 10%, respectively.

The correction algorithm has been tested for twelve different parameter settings,

using the utterances of four subjects as testing material. The following tendencies

have been noted. An increasing threshold results in relatively less false alarms

but more missed detections. An increasing margin results in relatively more

false alarms but less missed detections. In all settings the number of false alarms

have decreased. However, in several settings the number of missed detections

become unacceptably high.

In Test 3, the best three settings were tested using the utterances of all sixteen

subjects. This more intensive test showed that a MARGIN of 30 ms and a threshold

of 0.3 performs best. The 0.3/30 ms setting resulted finally in 10.9% false alarms

and 9.8% missed detections. Despite the improvement made compared to the

original detection algorithm, the results may look unsatisfactory. The results of

the tests are influenced by the subjective judgement of the experimenter. In

speech of deaf people it is often very difficult to distinguish a vowel onset from a

meaningless variation in the speakers voice. H all irrelevant errors determined

in these tests are not taken into account, the overall result might in practice be
better.

The classification of errors show that the best improvement has been achieved

on vowels. However, the percentage false alarms is not reduced to an acceptable

level, but the original number of false alarms is reduced by a factor 2 or 3,
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depending on the stimuli. Thus, an initially high number of false alarms of for

example 45% will show a relatively good improvement, but even a reduction by

a factor 3 will yield 15% false alarms.

On the other hand the number of missed detections increases systematically with

about 4% for each group of stimuli. Half the missed detections can be classified in

three error classes. About 25% of the original missed detections are due to so
called double errors. The additional missed detections consist for about 25% of

errors caused by a slowly rising vowel strength. Another group of vowel onsets is
missed in vowel-consonant-vowel transitions, covering a bit more than 20% of

the additional missed detections. The three groups have one characteristic in
common. In all cases it is obvious for a listener that a vowel onset has to occur.

However, they are rejected because of delays or similarity between two vowels. In

most cases this intuitive conclusion can also be made based on the convolution

product of the adaptation filter. In the three cases an considerable increase of the

vowel strength is noted. If we prefer a late vowel onset to a missed vowel onset,

many missed detections could be undone by a simple algorithm. If the amplitude

in the convolution product exceeds a threshold of for example 40% of the
maximum for the whole utterance an eventually rejected vowel onset has to be

accepted. Of course the number of false alarms will increase too, but if the

improvement made on the missed detections is considerable, me might choose
another parameter setting with less false alarms and more missed detections
initially.

A relatively small group of false alarms occurred before unvoiced consonants.
However, these errors could be omitted by the introduction of a simple voiced
unvoiced detection. An easy voiced-unvoiced detection, based on the first

autocorrelation coefficients, might perform well enough for these kinds of errors.
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Appendix A: Test results from the
original detection algorithm

These results stem from a test on the correction algorithm using the same test

material as in the tests described in chapter 6. A classification has been made for

the isolated words and for the sentences. For the isolated words the total number

of vowel onsets determined by the experimenter was 812. In the sentences 868

vowel onsets have been determined. The figures are presented as percentages of

the total number of vowel onsets [Spaai et al., 1991].

Isolated

Words Sentences

False Alarms

In Vowels: 19.5% 11.9%

Before Irl and II/ 3.6% 3.2%

Before Semivow. : 0.5% 0.8%

Before Nasals : 2.0% 1.4%
Others: 2.5% 3.0%

Total : 28.1% 20.3%

Missed Detee.

Short Vowels : 1.5% 1.4%

Long Vowels : 0.0% 1.1%

Total : 1.5% 2.5%
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~endix B: Stimuli used in the tests

Vowels

Long: OE as in 'leuk' Short:
EE as in 'zee£,
n as in 'viel'
00 as in 'loop'
U as in 'boek'
Y as in 'duur'

Isolated words

A as in 'bak' Diphtongs:
o as in 'tot'
E as in 'dek'
a: as in 'put'
I as in 'is'
Schwa

AU as in 'rauw'
VI as in 'muis'
EI as in 'reis'

Mono-syllabic words: Multi-syllabic words:

1 bal 9 jas 16 pauw 1 boompje 8 poppetje
2 bang 10 kam 17 pet 2 dierentuin 9 roeiboot
3 bus 11 kous 18 pop 3 duifje 10 sinaasappel
4 doos 12 leeuw 19 riem 4 kabouter 11 visje
5 duif 13 mooi 20 voet 5 lawaai 12 vliegtuig
6 geit 14 neus 21 wip 6 leeuwenkooi 13 voetbal
7 haan 15 nieuw 22 zeep 7 limonade 14 zeepdoos
8 hoi

Sentences

1 Als het zaterdag mooi weer is, gaan we naar het zwembad.
2 De aap zit op de wip.
3 De duif vliegt weg.
4 De haan en de pauw vliegen niet weg.
5 Ga je mee?
6 Ik ben bang.
7 Jan gaat op reis.
8 Jan wi! weg.
9 Jan zet zijn pet op en trekt zijn jas aan.

10 Ruim je kleren op!
11 We gingen met papa en mama naar de dierentuin.
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Appendix C: Performance for each
stimulus seE.....a_r_a_te_l.......y _

For three groups, mono-syllabic words, multi-syllabic words and sentences, the
number of false alarms and the number of missed detections have been counted
to look for utterances which seem to be problematic with respect to the vowel
onset detection. #F and #M stand for number of false alarms and the number of
missed detection, respectively. The statistics are based on the results for sixteen
subjects. The actual number of vowel onsets, if pronounced correctly, is for each
utterance printed in brackets.

Word #F #M Word #F #M Word #F #M

1 [16] hal 0 0 9 [15] jas 2 2 16 [16] pauw 5 1
2 [15] bang 2 1 10 [16] kam 0 2 17 [16] pet 0 0
3 [16] bus 1 0 11 [16] kous 4 1 18 [16] pop 0 0
4 [16] doos 3 0 12 [16] leeuw 9 2 19 [16] riem 5 4
5 [14] duif 2 1 13 [15] mooi 6 0 20 [16] voet 3 2
6 [15] geit 2 1 14 [16] neus 9 4 21 [15]wip 1 0
7 [16] haan 6 5 15 [15] nieuw 3 5 22 [16] zeep 3 2
8 [15] hoi 3 2

Word #F #M Word #F #M

1 [13] boompje 0 0 8 [14] poppetje 0 9
2 [12] dierentuin 5 6 9 [12] roeiboot 2 4
3 [14] duifje 3 1 10 [13] sinaasappel 4 7
4 [15] kabouter 1 1 11 [14] visje 1 1
5 [14] lawaai 6 3 12 [13] vliegtuig 3 0
6 [12] leeuwekooi 2 5 13 [13] voetbal 2 1
7 [15] limonade 4 5 14 [14] zeepdoos 0 2

Sentence #F #M Sentence #F #M

1 [12] Als het zaterdag ... 10 13 7 [15] Jan gaat op reis. 6 5
2 [13] De aap zit op de wip 7 8 8 [14] Jan wi! weg. 5 4
3 [13] De duif vliegt weg. 4 0 9 [12] Jan zet zijn pet op ... 4 5
4 [14] De haan en de ... 13 10 10 [14] Ruim je kleren op! 6 10
5 [14] Ga je mee? 3 7 11 [14] We gingen met pa... 8 19
6 [15] Ik ben bang. 1 2
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~endix D: PitcliOetection

The main goal of the Intonation Meter is to measure and plot the pitch of a
speech utterance on a screen. From the speech signal we have to measure pitch.
In the literature we can find many pitch-detection algorithms (PDAs). Here,
however, I will only explain the algorithm used in the Intonation Meter. This

algorithm is based on the principle of subharmonic summation, described in an
article of Hermes (1988), which resulted in a favorable performance.

This algorithm is based on the principle that pitch stems from the generation and
combination of subharmonics. Each spectral component generates a number of
subharmonics. All generated subharmonics are added up. At the frequency
where the result is maximum, the contribution of all subharmonics is
maximum, and this is the frequency of the estimated pitch. The method is
therefore called detection by subluzrmonic summation (SHS).

Next a more detailed description of the SHS PDA will be given according to the
schematic representation of figure 1.

(I)

(gl _ ........u.-to&oY__...
hal'(' +1"1l17)

(hI _--,-~~w-...__
hi 1'(. t l"lll:l)

(II _~...o,..&f"""~_
114 1'(. t IIIll l 4)

(II _£Jo.IIIIOoo:i~ _

(kl~
25 100 400 1G00 ttz

11(,). ~ h.I'(, +IlIlh n).-,

Figure 1 The various stages of the PDA based on Subhannonic Summation

The PDA is applied to 40-ms segments of speech. In lhe amplitude spectrum of

(b), achieved by an FFT, five main spectral components can be seen on a linear
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frequency abscissa up to 1250 Hz. In the actual algorithm, harmonics up to rank

15 are used. The limit of 1250 Hz is taken because frequencies above 1250 Hz are

assumed to be irrelevant for the pitch-detennination process for speech. The

peaks are now first enhanced. Spectral point that are more than two FFT points

separated from a relative maximum are set to O. Then the spectrum is smoothed.

These points are transformed to a logarithmic frequency abscissa for 48 points per

octave, resulting in (c).

The sensitivity of the auditory system for frequencies below 1250 Hz can be

represented by a raised arc-tangent function. This is drawn in (d). The spectra A(s)

and W(s) are multiplied resulting in spectrum P(s)=W(s)A(s). The result pes) is

used to begin the summation process. It is shifted along the logarithmic

frequency abscissa, which is equivalent to the more complex numerical operation

of compression on the linear abscissa, multiplied by a factor hn (f - p. The

multiplication is used because of the fact that higher harmonics contribute less to

the pitch than lower harmonics . Here n is the compression factor and hn equals
0.84n-1.

The shifted spectra are now added resulting in the subharmonic sum spectrum
H(j) (figure k):

N

H(!> = 'Lh"P(n!>
11=1

or , on a logarithmic scale with s =log2f,

N

H(s) ='LhIlP(s+ log2 n)
11=1

The estimation of the pitch is then the value of f = 2S for which H(f) is
maximum.

Another important result from this calculation is the pitch amplitude for the

detected pitch. The pitch amplitude for one frame is the value in the

subharmonic sum spectrum of the speech segment at the fundamental

frequency, Le. the pitch. Suppose this frequency is p, then, the pitch amplitude is
H(p).
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